
Committee on Internships & Educational Supervision 
 

The Committee on Internships and Educational Supervision met at Edgewood-Oxford United 

Church, Halifax on February 1-2. We welcomed Val Chongva and Stephen Mills to the 

committee and noted that Michael Griffin will join the Committee at the rise of Conference. 

There are still several vacancies but the work is being covered.  

 

Presently we have 15 candidates under supervision (9 Summer Distance; 4 internships; 1 DLM 

and 1 candidate under a special program through VST). This is good news for the wider church 

but it does put a strain on the committee in trying to find trained supervisors and in some cases 

we have had to appoint experienced individuals who do not have the Ministry of Supervision 

course to supervisory roles. 

 

We interviewed two candidates for eight month internships beginning in September and also 

approved learning site applications from Harbourside and Grade in Dartmouth for 8 month 

internships beginning in September. 

 

We discussed changes in the way eight month internships will be funded beginning in 2014. The 

interns will be paid at Level “A” Candidate Supply rate and the Pastoral Charges will be 

responsible for most of the costs with the General Council providing a $10000.00 grant to each 

internship. As this will substantially increase Pastoral Charge costs to the point that we may have 

no applications for learning sites for internships, we have asked two of our members to look at 

possible ways of supporting Pastoral Charges so internships can continue in this Conference.  

 

Reports from site visits and mid-term evaluations from internships were reviewed by the 

committee and overall we are pleased with the work being done by all involved. 

 

Special thanks was expressed to Barb Baker our Secretary whose term on the Committee ends at 

the rise of Conference. Her experience and expertise and dedication have been invaluable to the 

Committee. Stephen Mills has agreed to accept the position of Secretary as of the rise of 

Conference. 

 

Jack Spencer - CIES Chair 


